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KEY-POINTS (1 of 3):
Our planet has its own magnetic field (known as geomagnetic field) since 3.8 billion years
and used for navigation in the last 1000 years

About 97-99% of the field can be approximated by a magnetic dipole (at the Earth’s surface
and for most locations), the main field (static or slowly changing)
The dipole axis is tilted of an angle of about 9.7° (2015) with respect to the Earth’s spin axis
1% - 2% of the field originates in the Earth’s crust

The field intensity at the Earth's surface ranges from 25000 nT at the equator to 65000 nT at
the poles

KEY-POINTS (2 of 3):
The field originates in the Earth’s outer core, by the motion of electrically conductive
fluids (iron, nickel), driven by the heat flow from the inner core to the core-mantle
boundary (temperature gradient from about 6000 – 7000 °C to 3800 °C)

The remaining part is due to the magnetic external field (interaction between the
interplanetary and the Earth’s magnetic field) + minor contributions from the induction
effect into the Earth due to the short time variations

No permanent magnet inside the Earth because of Curie temperature (at the depth of 25
km from the Earth surface the Curie temperature is reached for almost all the magnetic
material)

KEY-POINTS (3 of 3):
The interaction between the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the Earth’s
magnetic field confines the magnetosphere in a donut-shaped, asymmetric
region (with extension of 10 Earth radii sunward and 200 Earth radii in the
opposite direction towards the magnetotail)

When the solar wind becomes stronger, following the solar cycle, the
interaction may become unstable and geomagnetic storms can be triggered
with the generation of some phenomena (like the auroras) studied by a new
discipline, the Space Weather

At any location on the Earth, the magnetic field can be represented by a three-dimensional vector. A
typical procedure for measuring its direction is to use a compass to determine the direction of
magnetic North. Its angle relative to true North is the Declination (D). Facing magnetic North, the
angle the field makes with the horizontal tangent plane is the inclination(I) or magnetic dip.
The intensity (F) of the field is proportional to the force it exerts on a magnet.

The geocentric components of the geomagnetic field in the northward, eastward, and radially inwards
directions (X, Y and Z) are obtained from the global models coefficients (like IGRF) by taking the
gradient of a scalar potential V (from spherical harmonic analysis) in spherical polar coordinates:

Another common representation is in X (North), Y (East) and Z (Down) coordinates.

Magnetic declination: angle
between true North and
magnetic North

Magnetic inclination: angle
between a tangential plane
and the direction of vector F

GEOMAGNETIC OBSERVATORIES IN THE WORLD

Spatial morphology of the Earth’s magnetic field
Components of the Earth's magnetic field at the surface from the IGRF model (12th generation) for 2015

INSTRUMENTATION FOR
SURVEY MEASUREMENTS

The
most
widely
used
scalar
magnetometer
(for
accounting
the
magnitude of the field intensity) is based on
the proton precession effect: a direct
current flowing in a solenoid creates a
strong magnetic field around a hydrogenrich fluid (kerosene or decane, or even
water), causing some of the protons to align
themselves with that field. When the current
is
interrupted,
the
protons
realign
themselves with the ambient magnetic field:
they precess at a frequency that is directly
proportional to the magnetic field. This
produces a weak rotating magnetic field,
picked up by an inductor, amplified
electronically, and fed to a digital frequency
counter.

The
most
widely
used
vector
magnetometer
is
the
fluxgate
magnetometer which consists of a small,
magnetically susceptible core wrapped
by two coils of wire. An alternating
electric current is passed through one coil,
driving the core through an alternating
cycle of magnetic saturation. In a
magnetically neutral background, the input
and output currents match. However,
when the core is exposed to a
background field, it is more easily
saturated in alignment with that field
and less easily saturated in opposition
to it. Hence the alternating magnetic field,
and the induced output current, are out of
step with the input current. The extent of
such difference depends on the strength
of the background magnetic field.

A geomagnetic observatory is a facility established far from anthropogenic disturbances, far from
crustal magnetic anomalies (volcanic areas forbidden) where automatic recordings are collected and
absolute measurents are routinely manually performed. All the material used must be amagnetic, the
place topographically stable (incidental displacement or bent of the pillar or instability of the platform
where instrumentations are installed must be avoided).
Shelter for absolute measurements
(Declination, Inclination and scalar F intensity)

Shelter for automatic recordings (X, Y and Z,
additional scalar F intensity)

CONCORDIA Geomagnetic observatory, Italy and France, DOME C - Antarctica

Difficulties from a pillar rooted on a floating basement (DMC, Concordia – Antarctica)

Product from a geomagnetic observatory (DMC, Concordia – Antarctica)

Product from a geomagnetic observatory (DUR, DURONIA and CTS, CASTELLO TESINO– Italy)

WHERE FIND DATA: LOCAL DATA PORTAL, WORLD DATA CENTERS, INTERMAGNET

www.wdc.bgs.ac.uk
www.intermagnet.org
geomag.rm.ingv.it
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Determination of the spherical harmonics for the magnetic scalar potential V,
poles and multi-poles (Gauss, 1830)
The magnetic field at the surface of the
earth is determined mostly by internal
currents with some smaller contribution
due to external currents flowing in the
ionosphere and magnetosphere
In the current-free zone


∇ × B = 1 J = 0


Therefore
B = −∇ V
o





Combined with another Maxwell equation:

magnetic scalar potential V

The
can be written as a spherical harmonic expansion

 
∇ ⋅B = 0



we derive the Laplace’s Equation

2
∇ V =0

The general expression of the magnetic potential is written by
means of the function Tn with its indices i for internal and e for
external, represented by the product of two angular
parameters, latitude and longitude on the spherical geometry.

For each so-called spherical harmonic function Tn(θ,
λ), g and h are the expansion coefficients for the
magnetic potential, known as Gauss coefficients.

The potential function of the geomagnetic
field can be completely formulated taking
only into account the terms of internal
origin.

When only internal sources are considered all contributions to the geomagnetic field, i.e. the sum of
all Gauss coefficients up to a given degree n, can be shown on in a semi-logarithmic scale plot as a
function of the order number n.

Since 1839 to 2000, when Gauss firstly computed the coefficients
the dipole magnetic moment (n = 1) has decreased from 9.6 × 10
to 7.8 × 10 A

